The Effect of a Balance Training Program on the Balance and Technical Skills of Adolescent Soccer Players
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Abstract
Soccer is a complex sport, and balance appears to play a crucial role in the quality execution of technical skills, which are mostly performed while standing on one foot. Nevertheless, in younger ages, when learning still affects soccer performance, the effect of a balance-training program on the player’s balance and technical skills remains unexplored. This research examined the effect of a balance-training program (BTP) on balance and technical skills of adolescent soccer players. The participating volunteers were thirty-two soccer players (12-13 years old with 3.84 ± 0.95 years of practice), randomly separated into two groups: an experimental (EXP, n1 = 17) and a control group (CON, n2 = 15). Both groups were evaluated in static and dynamic balance and in technical skills (dribbling, passing, juggling, and shooting with dominant and non-dominant legs) before (Pre-condition) and after the intervention (Post-condition) which was an eight-week BTP for the EXP group and a placebo-training program for the CON group. A 2 by 2 (groups×condition) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the condition factor was used to assess possible differences between groups. A significant groups × condition interaction effect was found in dynamic balance (p = 0.008), static (p = 0.042), and shooting (p = 0.022) with dominant leg performance. The EXP group improved (p = 0.007) its static balance by 37.82% and also significantly improved its dynamic balance and shooting accuracy with dominant leg in Post condition by 24.98% (p = 0.006) and 83.84% (p = 0.006) respectively. No significant improvement of other variables was detected in the EXP group Post condition. Dynamic and static balance, and shooting with dominant leg skills can be improved in adolescent soccer players through a specialized 8-week BTP. Balance-training program may contribute to technical skill improvement in soccer training.
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Introduction
Soccer is a complex sport, in which excellent performance depends on the interaction of a number of technical, tactical, physiological and mental features (Bangsbo, 1994; Zacharakis et al., 2021). Technical competence is also one of the most important factors in distinguishing players and determining their level (Lees and Nolan, 1998; Lees et al., 2010). However, many performance tasks such as vertical jumping, change of direction and technical skills such as passing, shooting, dribbling, receiving and controlling the ball are carried out while the player uses only one foot (Bekris et al., 2012), which means that balance may play an important role in athletic performance. Two review articles and one recent meta-analysis in children and adolescents (Hrysomallis, 2011; Kiers et al., 2013; Gebel et al., 2018) examined the relation between performance, sports expertise, and balance and concluded that improved balance performance is associated with sport performance (i.e., vertical jumping, sprinting, change-of-direction tasks). Therefore, one basic neuromuscular attachment skill which may also contribute to a successful performance in soccer is balance (Ricotti, 2011; Souglis et al., 2022).

Soccer players have high levels of balance, analogous to those of gymnastics athletes (Bressel et al., 2007), dancers (Gerbino et al., 2007) and basketball players (Bressel et al., 2007). However, significant differences of balance performance observed among soccer players of various technical levels suggest that balance performance varies depending on the competition level (Paillard et al., 2006; Butler et al., 2012; Ricotti et al., 2013). Along these lines an improvement in balance was presented after a 12-week program with 16-year-old soccer players (Gioftsidou et al., 2006). Nevertheless, in younger ages, when learning still affects soccer performance, the effect of a balance training program on the player’s balance remains largely unexplored, especially for players aged 12-13 years, which is a key age period for the development of certain skills, and performance at this age may be linked to success in adulthood (Roncesvalles et al., 2001; Mickle et al., 2011; Gebel et al., 2018).

Another issue that needs clarification is whether balance is linked to technical skills in 12-13-year-old soccer players. Few studies report any significant correlation between balance and technical skills (Bekris et al., 2012; Chew-Bullock et al., 2012; Cé et al., 2018). In particular, certain studies have shown a high correlation between balance with non-dominant leg and shot precision in non-soccer individuals (23.1 ± 4.3 years old) (Chew-Bullock et al., 2012), and also a significant improvement in specific technical skills, e.g., passing and juggling, after implementing a balance-training program in amateur soccer players (16-17 years old) (Bekris et al., 2012), although the amount of improvement in balance before and after the program was not evaluated. Only one study showed an improvement in balance and technical skills in U11 soccer players after a balance-training program, in which, however, soccer technical drills are performed in combination with balance exercises (Cé et al., 2018).
Therefore, balance trainability and its connection to improvement in technical skills in 12-13-year-old soccer players deserves further investigation. The purpose of this research was to test the impact of an 8-week balance-training program on the balance and technical skills of adolescent soccer players aged 12-13 years. Our intention is to add new scientific data to the current literature in assisting training strategies, in favor of performance.

**Methods**

**Participants**
The experimental design was approved by University’s Ethics Committee (Approval No: 1058). Parents/guardians of each participating child completed screening questionnaires on, physical activity and sleeping habits (Warburton et al., 2018; Bourdas and Zacharakis, 2020b; a; Bourdas et al., 2021b) and participants underwent medical examination. Only players who were physically active [at least 60 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity a day (World Health Organization, 2016)], had no ankle or knee joint injuries at least 6 months prior to the start of the study and did not participate in any sport other than soccer were able to participate in the experiment. Children with less than 2 years of soccer training, with problems in visual or vestibular systems, sleeping less than 8 hours per day or suffering from any other serious illness were excluded, too. Thirty-two adolescent male soccer players (non-goalkeepers) aged 12 - 13 years took part in this research. Table 1 presents the participants’ anthropometric characteristics and maturity index. All subjects competed in the same amateur soccer club (Athens’ 1st amateur category) and trained 4 times a week for 90 minutes per training (training age: 3.67 ± 0.86 years). All participants and their parents gave their written consent after they were informed, orally and in writing, of the purpose and procedures of the research, according to the Helsinki Declaration (World Medical Association, 2013), and that they were free to walk out at any time for any or no reason.

**Experimental design**
The research was conducted in 3 phases (Supplement Figure 1). In the first phase (Pre condition), measurements of anthropometric characteristics, balance assessment and technical skills were performed. Prior to the beginning of the second research phase the participants were randomly separated into two groups – the experimental group (EXP, n = 17) and the control group (CON, n = 15) – using a Latin square method.

In the second phase (8 weeks), the EXP group followed a balance-training program (BTP) aimed at improving balance (Supplement Table 1). The BTP started immediately after the regular training program and a total of 24 training sessions were conducted. The program was changed every two weeks (Supplement Table 1); its duration and level of difficulty were increased, by giving the participants more complex exercises and having them perform with their eyes closed (thus cancelling the advantage of visual information). For the intervention program, instruments such as bosu balls, mini trampolines, wobble boards, balance beams, agility ladders, hoops and obstacles were used. The BTP was based on Gebel et al. assumptions and the dose-response relation of balance training to balance performance in youth, with regard to the modality duration of a single training session, training frequency per week and overall training sessions (Gebel et al., 2018). At the same time, during the second phase of 8 weeks the CON group followed a placebo-training program (PTP) for time reaction of upper limbs (Supplement Table 2).

In the third phase (Post condition), both groups repeated the measurements of the first phase. Participants knew only that they had to perform their best all the time and no feedback was given to them until the end of the study. Participants, coaches who deliver the BTP/PTP and assessment researchers were all unaware of the real purposes of the research (triple blind design), in an effort to...
reduce placebo or nocebo effects. Moreover, it was emphasized (in considerable detail) to the parents/guardians that they had to make sure the adolescent players would take no supplements with an ergogenic or synergetic effect (Havenetidis and Bourdas, 2003; Deltisidou et al., 2020; Bourdas et al., 2021a), would have to maintain their regular sleeping and resting habits, and would have to follow the balanced diet pre-described by the researchers (i.e., 15% protein, 25 - 30% fat, and 50 - 60% carbohydrates energy intake) as best they could during the entire study period.

The measurement of anthropometric characteristics and the evaluation of static and dynamic balance were carried out in a laboratory environment at sea level (mean temperature 23°C, mean humidity 35%, barometric pressure range 1010 - 1025 mmHg), while the technical skill assessment tests were performed on the soccer field (of synthetic grass) where the team trained and competed (mean temperature 24°C, mean humidity 37%, barometric pressure range 1010 - 1025 mmHg). Both groups did not engage in any strenuous physical activity two days prior to the Pre and Post condition measurements. The participants were always shorts and sport shoes when performing any test. The study was conducted towards the end of the season (March-June).

**Anthropometric measurements**

Height, sitting height (Height Indicator Tape Ruler, Posh Rulers, Oregon, USA) and body mass (Bilance, Salus, Milano, Italy) were measured and the maturity offset was calculated as suggested \[\text{maturity offset} = (-8.128741 - 0.2683693) + (0.0070346 \times \text{age} \times \text{sitting height})\] (Moore et al., 2015).

The percentage of body fat was estimated by measuring triceps and calf skinfolds using a formula for boys aged 6 - 17 years \[\text{BF} = 0.735 \times \text{triceps} + 0.735 \times \text{calf} + 1.0\] (Slaughter et al., 1988). Skinfold measurement was executed as suggested (Eston and Reilly, 2008) with the use of a Skinfold Calliper (Harpden Skinfold Calliper, Baty International, West Sussex, UK). Furthermore, participants self-determined leg dominance by answering which was their preferred kicking leg.

**Static balance assessment**

A test proposed by Johnson & Nelson (Johnson and Nelson, 1986) was used for measuring static balance in vertical support for individuals aged 10 years and older. The participant tried to keep his balance while standing on one foot on a thin wooden surface. To execute the test, the participant placed the front 1/3 of his sole on the wooden surface. After that, he raised and bent the other leg at the knee joint, trying to maintain his position on the wooden plank for as long as possible, all the while being free to use his hands for performing balancing movements. The surface dimensions were \(28 \times 25 \times 25\) cm (length \(\times\) width \(\times\) height) (Johnson and Nelson, 1986). Balance timing was recorded by two examiners using a digital stopwatch (A740MX, Accusplit, Pleasanton, USA). The mean recorded time was used to evaluate the athlete’s performance.

Prior to the measurement, oral instructions and a demonstration of the test were provided by one examiner, and the participant was given time for a familiarization trial for each leg. The participant performed 3 attempts for each leg without any pause in between. The attempt was considered valid if the participant managed to keep his balance on the plank for over 3 s. If not, the attempt was repeated. The total time for completion of the 6 attempts (measured on the order of a hundredth of a second) was calculated and used as a performance indicator of the test.

**Dynamic balance assessment**

The dynamic balance was assessed by using the Lafayette balance device (Stability Platform 16030, Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, USA). The device comprises a wooden platform \((107 \times 65\) cm) supported by two very thin aluminium shafts that allow it to move in a seesaw-like way. The dimensions of the whole device are \(107 \times 96 \times 56\) cm. This platform was linked to an electronic timer that recorded the time the subject remains in the balance position (the horizontal position plus a 5° margin on either side). Initially, the platform was placed in a sloping position; the examiner used his foot to hold the side that corresponded to the subject’s dominant leg (i.e., preferred to kick a ball) in contact with the floor. The participant stepped on the platform with his dominant leg, at the center of the designated area. Then, with the examiner’s help, he placed his other foot in the corresponding area on the other side of the platform. When the subject’s feet were correctly positioned on the platform, the examiner let go of the platform and began measuring the subject’s balance time on the order of a millisecond. Three attempts of 30 s were performed, with an equidistant break between attempts. Prior to the evaluation, oral instructions and a demonstration of the procedure were provided by the examiner. The participant was also given a 3-second familiarization trial. One examiner handled the balance device and recorded time and another ensured the correct execution of the test. The participant’s score was obtained by calculating the average of the three attempts. In both static and dynamic balance tests, no feedback or any form of motivation was provided by the examiners.

**Technical skills assessment**

Five different technical skills (on passing, shooting, dribbling and juggling) were evaluated through a series of field tests. Participants performed a 15-minute controlled warm-up which included light jogging and dynamic stretching.

**Passing test (Figure 1):** Passing ability was checked using the test designed by Rösch et al. (2000), which assesses the accuracy of passing, (reliability: \(\text{ICC} = 0.82, r = 0.83, CV = 6.70\%\), validity: discriminative as elite players performed better than novice players \(p < 0.05\)) (Rösch et al., 2000). A 4-by-4-meter square was drawn at a distance of 11 meters from a small goal measuring \(90 \times 60\) cm. The participant dribbled the ball inside the square toward the goal. On reaching the edge of the square, participant passed or crossbar, and no point if the ball passed outside the goalposts or above the crossbar. The score of the performance was the sum of the points accrued separately with each leg (dominant and non-dominant).

**Shooting test (Figure 2):** The shooting test was adequately described by Rösch et al. (2000), (reliability: \(\text{ICC} = 0.88, r = 0.88, CV = 7.10\%\)) (Padrón-Cabo et al., 2019).
The goal was divided into six equal segments (3 up and 3 down). The ball was placed at a distance of 16 meters from the center of the goal. The participant had to shoot the ball from that point, aiming alternately at the right and left upper segments of the goal. Each participant had 6 attempts for each foot, three for each of those two segments. The participant got three points if he succeeded in sending the ball to the correct segment, one point if the ball hit the crossbar or the goalpost in this segment, and one point if he shot into the top middle segment. He got no points if the ball missed the goal or went into any of the lower segments of the goal. The score of the performance was the sum of 6 attempts separately for each foot.

**Figure 2.** Shooting test (Rösch et al., 2000). The participant had to shoot the ball from 16 meters from the center of the goal, aiming alternately at the right and left upper segments of the goal.

**Dribbling test (Figure 3):** Dribble was evaluated by the test used by the Finnish Football Federation and in similar studies (Forsman et al., 2016). This test comprised 20 m running with the ball in a figure-of-eight fashion around cones placed 2 - 4 meters apart (reliability: $r = 0.82$, $p < 0.00$) (Forsman et al., 2016). The participant should make at least 3 contacts with the ball until it reached the last pole. At start and finish, photocells (Racetime 2, Microgate, Bolzano, Italy) were placed to record the runtime of the test, on the order of a hundredth of a second.

**Juggling tests (Figure 4):** Juggling was conducted with two separate trials of increasing difficulty, as suggested by Bekris and Gioldasis (2016). The first test (Jug1) evaluated control of the ball in the air (for both legs) in a limited space (a 3-by-3-meter square) and for a limited time (30 s), while the second test (Jug2) evaluated the same skill (only for the dominant leg) as the subject moves with directional changes on a predetermined route and was described by Bekris and Gioldasis (2016), (reliability: Jug1: $r = 0.86$, $p < 0.01$, ICC = 0.85, $p < 0.00$, validity: discriminative as elite players performed better than novice players $p < 0.00$. Jug2: $r = 0.84$ $p < .01$, ICC = 0.84 $p < 0.01$, validity: discriminative as elite players performed better than novice players $p < 0.00$) (Forsman et al., 2016).

**Statistical analysis**

For the analysis of the data, SPSS (v. 23, IBM, USA) for Windows was used. Data were normally distributed, according to Shapiro-Wilks tests and Q-Q graphs of dependent variables ($p > 0.05$). Pearson’s ($r$) correlation coefficient was used to see if there was any correlation between variables and between changes in balance vs. changes in performance type variables. A 2 by 2 (groups × condition) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the condition factor was used to assess possible differences between groups and conditions for each variable. Partial eta squared ($\eta^2_p$) and their 95% confidence intervals (CI) were also calculated. Bonferroni correction method was applied for locating differences in statistical significant interactions. Probability level of less than 0.05 ($p < 0.05$) was considered significant for all statistical analyses.

The experimental sample size of 17 ($\geq 16$) was established on statistical power calculations (80%) to detect statistical significance ($p < 0.05$) (GraphPad StatMate Version 2.0, GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) for the primary variables based on our 0.55 pilot effect size [observed in balance trials between experimental (n1 = 8) and control groups (n2 = 6) using the same BTP and demonstrated significant changes].
Figure 3. Dribbling test (Forsman et al., 2016). Twenty meters of running with the ball in a figure-of-eight fashion around cones placed 2-4 meters apart. The participant should make at least three contacts with the ball until it reaches the last pole.

Figure 4. Effects of intervention (Bekris and Gioldasis, 2016). In the first test (Jug1), the participant controls the ball in the air in a limited space and for a limited time (30 s), while the second test (Jug2) evaluates the same skill as the participant moves with directional changes on a predetermined route.

Results

Anthropometric measurements

There were no differences in any of the anthropometric measurements between groups before and after the BTP. A significant correlation of anthropometric characteristics and maturation with dynamic balance was observed (r = -0.41 to -0.65; p = 0.00 - 0.03). On the contrary, static balance does not appear to be significantly related to any of the anthropometric measurements (r = -0.06 to 0.05; p > 0.05).

Balance

Descriptive statistics for both types of balance are presented in Table 2 for experimental group and in Table 3 for control group. There were no differences in any of the balance measurements between groups in Pre-condition. Dynamic. The results of the 2 x 2 (groups by condition) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on condition factor for dynamic balance showed statistical significance for groups by condition interaction (F_{1,30} = 8.16, p = 0.008; η^2_p = 0.21, 95% CI = 0.15 - 0.27), and statistical main effects for both groups (F_{1,30} = 3.93, p = 0.057; η^2_p = 0.12, 95% CI = 0.07 - 0.17) and condition (F_{1,30} = 10.74, p = 0.003; η^2_p = 0.26, 95% CI = 0.20 - 0.32). Subsequent Bonferroni pairwise comparisons for the significant inter

action revealed a significant improvement for the EXP group from Pre to Post condition (p = 0.000) and a significant difference between the EXP and CON groups in the Post condition (p = 0.006).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of dynamic and static balance of experimental group (n = 17). Values are mean ± SD (95% Confidence Interval).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balance</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static (s)</td>
<td>49.63 ± 18.55 (40.10 - 59.17)</td>
<td>68.40 ± 37.91 (48.91 - 87.90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant differences between conditions, p < 0.05. CON, control group; EXP, experimental group; Pre, condition prior to the balance-training program; Post, condition after the balance-training program; SD, standard deviation

Static. The groups by condition mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the second factor for static balance revealed statistical significance interaction (F_{1,30} = 4.50, p = 0.042; η^2_p = 0.13, 95% CI = 0.08 - 0.18). Bonferroni pairwise comparisons indicated that the EXP group exhibited significantly better performance than the CON group in the Post condition (p = 0.007). The groups and condition main effects, as well as the rest of the pairwise comparisons, did not reach statistical significance (all p > 0.05).

Technical skills

Descriptive statistics for technical skills are presented in Table 4 for experimental group and in Table 5 for control group. There were no differences in any of the technical skills between groups in Pre-condition. No significant correlations were observed between balance (dynamic or static) and any technical skill either for EXP or for CON group pre or post BTP.
null
Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of an 8-week BTP on dynamic and static balance, and on specific soccer technical skills in soccer players aged 12 - 13 years. It was found that BTP intervention shows strong interaction with both static and dynamic balance and shooting with dominant leg. There was also a significant improvement of the EXP group in shooting with dominant leg and a significant difference between EXP and CON groups in passing and shooting with dominant leg in Post condition. However, no significant correlations were observed between technical skills and dynamic or static balance in both groups.

Similar results on balance skill had also been demonstrated for soccer players aged 16, but the implementation program was performed in the same device that was used for the evaluation tests (Gioftsidou et al., 2006). This may lead to a greater improvement due to learning effect. Chew-Bullock et al. (2012) linked balance skill to accuracy in shooting. However, their research design did not include an intervention program, so they did not examine possible effects of balance improvement on shooting accuracy; furthermore, no other technical skills were studied. The majority of the participants in this study were not soccer players, and there was no restriction to the type of kicking. This means that results could be possibly affected by either an inappropriate kicking technique due to training inexperience or the choice to kick the ball with the inside of the foot, which makes kicking easier (Lees and Nolan, 1998). On the other hand, Bekris et al. (2012) investigated the effect of balance skill on technical skills of amateur soccer players to a greater extent. More specifically, they implemented a balance-training program for 10 weeks, prior to and post of which most of the basic soccer technical drills were evaluated. A significant improvement in passing and juggling after the program was demonstrated, but whether this improvement is due to balance training is under dispute, since balance skill was not measured neither before nor after the program. A most recent study showed an improvement in balance technical skills of shooting and passing after a 12-week BTP in soccer players aged 10-11 years (Cè et al., 2018). However, the BTP of this research included exercises in unstable surfaces simultaneously with the execution of soccer technical drills. This may impair improvement of technical skills, and to what extent this was a result of balance improvement or of further technical training is not totally clear. Furthermore, although researchers reported that the maturation rate of visual, somatosensory and vestibular systems is responsible for the differences in balance skill, they did not assess the subjects’ maturation level. The specific children’s age is considered crucial for the maturation of the above balance systems, as children are likely to use adult-like balance strategies around the age of 12 years (Hatzitakis et al., 2002; Peterson et al., 2006). Moreover, due to a deviation between chronological and biological age, children of the same age can be more than 3 years apart developmentally (Borms, 1986).

The present study confirmed the findings of Gioftsidou et al. (2006), which showed that an 8-week balance-training program significantly improves the young (16-year-old) soccer players’ dynamic balance and favors static balance. Some studies which had researched athletes from other sports also reported improvements in balance after a 4-to-8-week BTP (Holm et al., 2004; Rasool and George, 2007; Panwar et al., 2014; Zacharakis et al., 2020). It is worth noting that a relevant study showed an improvement in balance skills just two weeks after the start of a BTP (Rasool and George, 2007). The observed improvement in balance was mostly due to adaptations of the nervous system (development of neuromuscular coordination and increased neuromuscular control), resulting from the decreasing excitability of the H-reflex and the myotatic reflex seen in closed chain kinetic exercises (Holm et al., 2004; Gruber et al., 2007; Granacher et al., 2012), which may also explain our results.

In the Post condition, a significant difference was observed between the groups for passing with the dominant leg. However, it’s worth noting that there was no significant interaction effect for passing, suggesting that the observed improvement in passing with the dominant leg in the EXP group may not be solely attributed to the BTP. These results are in accordance with Bekris et al. (2012) and Cè et al. (2018), who also found differences in passing performance after their intervention program in young soccer players (16 - 17 and 10 - 11 years old respectively). In the passing test the player kicks the ball after dribbling it. This increases the contact time of the foot with the ball, which means that the player spends more time with one foot on the ground. This could also make the support leg more important for the successful and correct execution of the kinetic pattern, as there is a greater need for a stable base to passing with precision while moving. Nevertheless, no correlations were found between passing (dominant or non-dominant leg) and static or dynamic balance, either Pre or Post condition in the EXP group. This seems a little peculiar, as correlations were expected to be found, especially to dynamic balance, due to movement prior to passing, as was previously explained. Maybe the fact that the ball is kicked with the inside of the foot, which involves a bigger ball-contact surface and a reduced foot velocity (Lees et al., 2010), makes kicking easier and demands less precision when the foot is in contact with the ball in order for passing to be successful.

As for shooting, our results showed no differences in the non-dominant leg and a significant improvement using the dominant leg after the BTP intervention in the EXP group. Similar results for shooting accuracy were demonstrated after a BTP in 16 - 17- and 10 - 11-year-old soccer players (Bekris et al., 2012; Cè et al., 2018) Improvement of shooting accuracy through better balance could be achieved by reducing variability during movement (Teixeira et al., 2011). The support leg in shooting stabilizes the body while the swinging leg kicks, so it plays an
important role in shooting performance (Lees et al., 2010). However, we did not find any correlation between shooting and balance. On the contrary, Chew-Bullock et al. (2012) observed a significant correlation between balance in the non-dominant leg and shooting accuracy but not vice versa in adults (20-38 years old), which proves the important role of the support leg’s stability in the successful execution of shooting. Soccer players seem to demonstrate better unilateral balance performance in favor of the non-dominant leg (Bigoni et al., 2017; Paillard and Noé, 2020) as a result of the greater use of the dominant leg to execute most soccer technical drills. The weaker balance performance of the dominant leg probably leads to a less stable support base, influencing the accuracy of shooting with the non-dominant leg. In addition, the worst motor control of the non-dominant leg as expressed by reduced technical ability may be a more important factor than balance in performing technical skills that require precision. Thus, when there is good motor control and a proper execution of the kinetic pattern, as it usually happens with the dominant leg, improving balance can lead to improved shooting accuracy.

A recent meta-analysis showed moderate-to-large effects on slalom dribbling after multimodal injury prevention programs including balance tasks (Faude et al., 2017). Most of the included studies were conducted on 17-year-old subjects, while all intervention programs were not exclusively balance programs, but also included exercises for strength, power, core stability, flexibility, etc. In the present study no improvement was noted in dribbling after the intervention of BTP. Likewise, an earlier study found no improvement in dribbling in 16 - 17-year-old soccer players (Bekris et al., 2012). It should be mentioned, however, that the technique of dribbling with the ball was assessed based on time after performing pre-defined routes, so speed and agility may play a more important role than balance in this specific test. Perhaps a test which would better assess the qualitative performance of the skill rather than the speed of execution would differentiate the results and demonstrate the importance of balance to this skill’s performance.

In the Jug1 test with the dominant leg, there was a notable improvement tendency in the EXP group, and a borderline difference between groups in the Post condition ($p = 0.06$) was observed, along with a trend towards an interaction effect between condition and group ($p = 0.06$). However, it is important to interpret these findings cautiously due to the borderline significance. Conversely, no improvement or significant difference between the EXP and CON groups was observed with the non-dominant leg. The constant shift of the center of gravity and the constant balancing effort on one leg, combined with the effort to control and keep the ball in the air, underline the importance of dynamic balance for this skill. These results show that juggling the ball in the air is a technical skill in which neuromuscular coordination may play a predominant role (Rösch et al., 2000). However, as mentioned above, it seems that improving balance cannot lead to an improvement of technical skills when there is reduced technical ability and motor control, as it usually happens with the non-dominant leg.

Concerning the Jug2 test, which involved juggling the ball in the air while performing a particular route, no differences were observed. In contrast, a previous study has shown a significant improvement in juggling tests of controlling a ball in the air after balance training (Bekris et al., 2012). Subjects in the aforementioned study were older than ours (16 - 17 years old), which means that they were on a more advanced level of technical ability and probably had greater training experience. Keeping the ball in the air using only the tarsus while moving at the same time is a technical skill of increased difficulty for pre-adolescent players; thus, we assume that balance is probably not the primary feature required for this skill at such an early age.

**Strength, limitations, and suggestions for future research**

This study is subject to certain limitations that should be acknowledged. The participants played all for the same team, which prevents generalization of the results. The very specific age group and the fact that only boys participated in the study are also limiting factors. The present study explored the impact of an 8-week balance-training program on technical skills. Nevertheless, the adolescent participants are at a training stage. They are still developing and stabilizing basic sport-specific skills and may have not yet reached perfection in the corresponding kinetic standards (Bailey et al., 2010), so factors such as balance may have a different effect on them than on older players. Participants also lack the experience of older players, which undoubtedly affects the young players’ performance of technical skills. For these reasons, it is proposed to devise more elaborate programs for balance improvement, combined with ball exercises, as well as to conduct further research with different age groups. Likewise, it would be useful for future research to take into consideration the importance of factors such as the athletes’ sex, playing position, sport modalities and different competing level (Bekris et al., 2022; Souglis et al., 2023). The participants in our study were considered to be in a crucial age for the maturation of balance systems and balancing strategies, as previously mentioned (Hatzitaki et al., 2002; Peterson et al., 2006). This indicates that maturation could significantly affect their balance skills. In order to reduce the probability of biased results due to differences in maturation among the young participants, we calculated the maturation effect and found no significant differences before or after the intervention program. As a result, the players’ maturation level and physical characteristics are unlikely to cause any difference or change in balance or technique.

To our knowledge, this study represents the first investigation to assess the impact of a dedicated balance-training intervention on adolescent soccer players, specifically targeting individuals between the ages of 12 and 13, using a sound experimental design. In addition, while the positive effects of balance training on adolescent soccer players may be expected, our study provides empirical evidence to support these expectations. The practical integration of balance exercises into regular training schedules can be achieved by carefully designing exercises that align with players’ preferences and by progressively increasing their complexity to maintain engagement and ensure skill
transfer to game situations. Coach education and awareness are also essential components of successful implementation. However, future researches, which would also explore the players’ technical and tactical characteristics in different BTPs, should provide important information to coaches and could prove to be valuable tools in building effective soccer training programs.

Conclusion

Our study demonstrates that balance skills and shooting accuracy with the dominant leg can be enhanced in soccer players aged 12 - 13 years through the implementation of a BTP. Additionally, our results suggest a potential association between the improvement in balance and shooting accuracy, although further research, including correlation analysis, is needed to establish the strength and nature of this relationship. It also seems that the introduction of a specialized balance-training program into groups of adolescence soccer players in order to maximize the beneficial effects of their training session on technical skills is a promising practice.
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Key points

- Dynamic balance can be improved in adolescent soccer players through a specialized balance-training program.
- Shooting skills with dominant leg can be improved in adolescent soccer players through a balance-training program of 8 weeks.
- The specialized balance-training program of 8 weeks could contribute to technical skill improvement in soccer training.
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**SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS**

Supplement Table 1. The 8-week balance-training program: sets of 6 balance exercises performed as circular training ×3 session per week.

**Weeks 1-2: Work/Rest: 30/30 s, Sets: 2, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

1. Standing on one leg and moving the free leg front-back-right-left as far as possible without touching the ground.
2. Standing on one leg, with the other foot positioned inside the knee of the support leg. Raise the toe and maintain balance in this position (flamingo stance).
4. High knee skipping on bosu ball.
5. Lateral jump with one leg over hurdle and maintaining balance on landing. Right leg - left leg alternately.
6. One leg bouncing in star-shaped gymnastics hoops, always passing through the central hoop. Emphasis on maintaining balance on landing.

**Weeks 3-4: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 2, Rest BetweenSets: 2 min**

1. Standing on one leg and moving the free leg front-back-right-left as far as possible without touching the ground (eyes closed).
2. Standing on one leg, with the other foot positioned inside the knee of the support leg. Raise the toe and maintain balance in this position (flamingo stance).
4. High knee skipping on bosu ball.
5. Lateral jump with one leg over hurdle and maintaining balance on landing. Right leg - left leg alternately.
Supplement Table 2. Program for time reaction of upper limbs (full) of the control group.

**Weeks 1-2: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

1. The participant sits on a chair in front of a wall at a distance of 100 cm. A teammate standing behind the participant (100 cm away from him) throws a tennis ball to the wall at the participant’s head height. The participant tries to catch the ball (quick reaction).
2. The participant is seated on a chair. A teammate stands right in front of him with a tennis ball in each hand at shoulder height. The teammate allows one ball to fall. The participant tries to catch the ball before it touches the ground (quick reaction).
3. Working in pairs. Standing one against the other at a distance of 100 cm with a ball between them. The coach names parts of the body and the athletes must touch them. When he says ball they must touch the ball. The one who touches the ball first wins.

**Weeks 3-4: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

4. Sitting down. A teammate stands upright right behind the participant and throws a ball either on the left or on the right side of the participant. The participant must react quickly and catch the ball before it touches the ground.
5. In pairs. They stand one against other at 100 cm. One player holds three balls of different colours. He drops the balls from shoulder height and names one colour. The other player must catch the corresponding ball before it bounces a second time.
6. Participants stand in front of a wall at a distance of 50 cm. The wall has the numbers 1-5 drawn on it. The coach names a number and the participants must touch it as fast as possible.

**Weeks 5-6: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

7. Participants stand in front of a wall at a distance of 50 cm. The wall has the numbers 1-5 drawn on it. The coach names a number and the participants must touch it as fast as possible. Immediately afterwards they must catch a ball bouncing on the wall, thrown by a teammate who stands behind them at a distance of 100 cm.
8. The participant stands in front of a wall at a distance of 100 cm. A teammate stands 100 cm behind him holding three balls of different colours. He throws the three balls on the wall and names one colour. The participant must catch the ball with the corresponding colour.
9. Practice with a wireless light training device. Four lights on a wall come on in random order. The participant stands 50 cm away from the wall and must touch the corresponding light as fast as possible.

**Weeks 7-8: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

10. Participants stand in front of a wall at a distance of 50 cm. The wall has the numbers 1-5 drawn on it. The coach names a number and the participants must touch it as fast as possible. Immediately afterwards they must catch the ball with the corresponding colour between two balls bouncing on the wall, thrown by a teammate who stands 100 cm behind them.
11. The participant stands in front of a wall at a distance of 100 cm. A teammate stands 100 cm behind him holding three balls of different colours. He throws the three balls on the wall and names one colour. The participant must catch the ball with the corresponding colour.
12. Practice with a wireless light training device. Four lights on a wall come on in random order. The participant stands 50 cm away from the wall and must touch the corresponding light as fast as possible.

6. One leg bouncing in star-shaped gymnastics hoops, always passing through the central hoop. Emphasis on maintaining balance on landing.

**Weeks 5-6: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 2, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

1. Standing on one leg and moving the free leg front-back-right-left as far as possible without touching the ground (eyes closed).
2. Standing on one leg, on bosu ball. Use the free leg to simulate the movement of the instep pass and straight shot alternately.
6. Jumps with one and both legs to execute a predefined route with hurdles and hoops. Emphasis on stabilization after landing.

**Weeks 7-8: Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 2, Rest Between Sets: 2 min**

1. Standing on one leg and moving the free leg front-back-right-left as far as possible without touching the ground (eyes closed).
2. Standing on one leg, on bosu ball. Use the free leg to simulate the movement of the instep pass and straight shot alternately.
6. Jumps with one and both legs to execute a predefined route with hurdles and hoops. Emphasis on stabilization after landing.

**Supplement Table 2. Program for time reaction of upper limbs (full) of the control group.**

1. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 2, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
2. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
3. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
4. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
5. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
6. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
7. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
8. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
9. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
10. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
11. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min
12. Work/Rest: 45/45 s, Sets: 4, Rest Between Sets: 2 min

Balance training in young soccer players
Supplement Figure 1. Experimental design of the present study. BTP, balance-training program; CON, control group; EXP, experimental group; PTP, placebo-training program.